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Abstract 

It is shown that the shortness exponent of the class of l-tough, maximal planar graphs is at 
most log, 5. The non-Hamiltonian, l-tough, maximal planar graph with a minimum number of 
vertices is presented. 

1. Introduction 

In this note by a graph we mean a finite connected undirected graph with no loops 
or multiple edges. V(G) denotes the set of vertices, E(G) the set of edges and c(G) the 
number of components of a graph G. If S E V(G), then G - S denotes the subgraph of 
the graph G induced by V(G) - S, and ISI the cardinality of S. A graph is said to be 
l-tough if for any nonempty subset S of the vertices of G, c(G - S) < ISI. If W 5 V’(G), 

then we say that G is W-supertough if G is l-tough and c(G - S) < ISI whenever 
W c S E V(G). The toughness index of a graph G is defined by 

z(G) = min (ISI - c(G - S)}. 
~#SEV(G) 

For any graph G let h(G) denote the length of a maximum cycle of G. Thus G is 
non-Hamiltonian if and only if h(G) is less than ( V(G)J. The shortness exponent (~(9) 
of an infinite class 9 of graphs is defined as in [S], by 

~(9) = lim inf log h(G) 
GEY log I v(G)1 

A maximal planar graph is a planar graph in which every face is bounded by 
a triangle. Note that every maximal planar l-tough graph is necessarily 3-polytopal. 
A vertex is simplicial if any two of its neighbors are joined by an edge. 
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In [lo] Nishizeki has presented a 1 -tough, non-Hamiltonian maximal planar graph 
with 19 vertices, as an answer to Chvatal’s question on the existence of such a graph. 

In [3] Dillencourt found a graph with the same property with 15 vertices and he 
showed that the shortness exponent of the class of l-tough, maximal planar graphs is 

at most log, 6. In this note we prove the following theorem. 

Theorem. Let 99 be the class of l-tough, non-Hamiltonian muximal planar graphs, then 

(1) ‘?!? contains a graph T with only 13 vertices. 

(2) o(9) < log, 5. 

(3) Energy graph from 59 contains at least 13 vertices. 

2. Proof of theorem 

Our proof of parts (1) and (2) of the theorem is based on the similar method as used 

in [3]. Let T be the maximal planar graph shown in Fig. 1. Its properties are 
contained in the following lemma. 

Lemma 1. The graph T is {A, B, C)-supertough, and non-Hamiltonian. Moreover, any 
simple path through T connecting any two of the three vertices A, B, and C must omit at 
least one simplicial vertex. 

Proof. We first show that T is non-Hamiltonian. Suppose that T has a Hamiltonian 

cycle 2. In T and so in Z, each simplicial vertex has only nonsimplicial vertices for 

neighbors. There can be at most one pair of nonsimplicial vertices that are adjacent on 

Fig. 1 
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Z, because T has six simplicial and seven nonsimplicial vertices. However, each 
of the three vertices A, B. and C has at most one simplicial neighbor in T, so Z 
must have at least two pairs of adjacent nonsimplicial vertices. So Z cannot exist. 

This contradiction establishes even that any simple path through T connecting 

any two of the three vertices A, B. and C must omit at least one simplicial 

vertex. 
To show that T is l-tough, suppose that S is a set of vertices of T such that 

c( T - S) > ISI. If L’ is one of the six simplicial vertices of T, then T - {v} is Hamil- 

tonian. In [2] it was shown that any Hamiltonian graph is l-tough. 
From [3, Lemma 21 it follows that S must contain all seven nonsimplicial vertices. 

But then c( T - S) d 6 < 7 d ISI, and so no such S can exist. 
To show that T is (A, B, C )-supertough, it suffices to show that 

r(T - (A, B, C j ) 3 - 2. By using [3, Lemma 31 satisfaction of this inequality is easy 

to be verified by examining the 15 non-empty subsets of (D,E, F,Z). So Lemma 1 
follows immediately. 

Now we define a sequence of graphs {G,) as follows. Let Gi = T. For y1 > 1, let 

G,, be the graph obtained from G,_ 1 by deleting each simplicial vertex L’ and replacing 
it with a copy of T the following way: If 1~. x, 4’ are neighbors oft‘ in G,_ 1, inside the 
triangle \V x y, insert a copy of T and add the six new edges Aw. Ax, Bx, By, Cy, and 

C\t’. Since T is {A, B, C)-supertough. by using [3, Lemma 41 it is easy to verify that 
each G, is l-tough. 

For each II, G, contains 6” simplicial vertices and at most 5” of them can lie on a 

cycle through G,,. The following relationships follow from the construction of the 

graphs G,: IGi I = 13; lG,,+,l = IG,, + 12.6”; h(G,+,) d h(G,) + 12.5”; h(G,) = 12; 
h(G,) d (3.5” - 3); I G,I = (12.6” - 7)/5. First two parts of the theorem follow immedi- 

ately. 
Let G be a 3-connected graph. An edge e of G is called removable (see [l]) provided 

the graph G - {e) is homomorphic to some planar 3-connected graph G(e). 
To prove the part (3) of the theorem we use (the following) Lemma 2 which 

appeared in [l] as well as in [9]. 

Lemma 2. Let T is the graph of the tetrahedron, and let x is a triangular face of 
a 3-polytopal non-Hamiltonian graph G, G # T. Then there exists such an edge e on the 
boundarJ~ qf x that the graph G(e) is non-Hamiltonian. 

Now we suppose that graph G is from ?? and I V(G)1 < 13. From Lemma 2 follows 

that there exists a non-Hamiltonian 3-polytopal graph MG without triangles, homeo- 
morphic to some subgraph of G (say G’), which can be obtained from G by removing 

suitable edges. 
We shall say that a graph has Property .Y if it is 3-polytopal, non-Hamiltonian, has 

no triangular faces, and has fewer than 13 vertices. It is easy to see that MG has 
Property .Y. 

All graphs which have the Property .Y are determined in the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3. After allowing for isomorphism, there exists only one graph M with 
property 8. (see Fig. 3). 

Proof. First note that by Barnett and Jucovie’s results [l], any graph satisfying 
Property 9 must have at least 11 vertices (hence, either 11 or 12) and at least 9 faces. 
This implies that no graph with Property Y can be cubic, since a planar cubic graph 
with 12 vertices has 8 faces. Any graph with Property 9 must have at least eight 
3-valent vertices (by Euler’s formula (see [4, p. 254]), since the graph has no triangular 
faces). 

Now we consider graph G, which has the Property .??‘. From the note mentioned 
before, it immediately follows that we may consider only the following four cases: 

Case I: G has an n-valent vertex X, n 2 5. 
(a) If n > 5, then the 3-connectivity of G implies that the set of faces meeting 

X contains at least 13 vertices, which is impossible. 
(b) If n = 5 and at least one face meeting X has more than 4 edges, then the set of 

faces meeting X has at least 12 vertices. Since G is 3-polytopal and triangle free, there 
must be at least one more vertex in G, which is impossible, too. 

(c) If n = 5 and each face meeting X has 4 edges, then the set of faces meeting 
X has exactly 11 vertices and at least 5 of them must be adjacent with the 12th 
vertex of G. It is easy to see that G must be as in Fig. 2(a), but this graph is 
Hamiltonian. 

Case II: Each vertex in G is a 3-valent or a 4-valent and each face in G is 
quadrilateral. 

(a) If each face meets at most one 4-valent vertex then it is easy to verify that 
G must ihave exactly two 4-valent and eight 3-valent vertices (see Fig. 2(b)), which 
is impossible. 

(b) If each face meets at most two 4-valent vertices and no two 4-valent vertices are 
adjacent in G, then G must contain the configuration T which is shown in Fig. 2(c). 
Each ‘white’ vertex in T is 3-valent, because it is adajcent with some of 4-valent 
vertices. If one of the vertices A or B (say A) is 3-valent, then there is a vertex u in 
G which is adjacent with all ‘white’ vertices from T. Thus B is 3-valent and G is the 
graph M in Fig. 3. The assumption that both vertices A and B are 4-valent leads to 
a contradiction with the 3-connectivity of G, because G - T can contain only two 
3-valent vertices and no neighbour of A (resp. B) in G can be adjacent with a white 
vertex from T. 

(c) If G contains at least two adjacent 4-valent vertices then G must contain 
the configuration (say R) which is shown in Fig. 2(d). It is easy to see that no 
two vertices from R are identical in G. For example the assumption A = D (or 
similarly L = E) leads to a contradiction to the assumption that all faces in G are 
quadrilateral. The assumption A = F (similarly A = E, C = I, C = J, C = L or 
C = K) contradicts the 3-connectivity of G. So configuration R contains all twelve 
vertices of G. Hence G is Hamiltonian, because there exists a cycle in R which contains 
all vertices of R. 
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Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

Case III: Each vertex in G is a 3-valent or a bvalent. G contains exactly one 
hexagonal face cc and each other face in G is quadrilateral. 

(a) Let U and W denote the vertices incident with u which do not have any 
common neighboring vertex in a c1 and let graph G’ be obtained from G by adding the 
‘new’ edges U W. G’ is 3-polytopal and both adjacent vertices U and W have in G’ 
degrees at least four. From what was said before it follows that G’ contains the 
configuration R and moreover vertices A and D (see Fig. 2(d)) are in G’ adjacent. It is 
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easy to verify that there exists such a Hamiltonian cycle C’ in G’ that C’ does not 

contain the edge UW. So G is Hamiltonian. 

Case IV: Each vertex in G is a 3-valent or a kvalent and except two pentagonalfaces 
CI and j each face in G is quadrilateral. 

(a) If faces CI and B have a common edge (say U W) then let graph G’ be obtained 
from G by shrinking vertices Cl and W into the vertex X, as it is shown in Fig. 2(e). If 

G’ is 3-connected then G’ = M, because G’ must have eleven vertices and all faces 

quadrilateral. So G is as in Fig. 4(a) or (b), but in both these possibilities G is 
Hamiltonian. If G’ is not 3-connected then G’ contains such vertex Y that 
c(G’ - {X, Y } ) > 1. It is easy to verify (similarly as in Case I) that vertex X must have 

degree at most four. Moreover two quadrilateral faces in G’, which are incident 

simultaneously with X and Y, contain at most four other vertices. This leads to 

a contradiction with the 3-connectivity of G. 
(b) If CY and fl have exactly one vertex common then G must contain the configura- 

tion R as it is shown in Fig 4(c). R contains 11 vertices and at least 6 of them must be 

adjacent with a vertex from G-R, which is impossible. 

(4 

Fig. 4. 
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(c) If r and p have no common vertex, then G must contain a quadrangle (say y) 
which has a common edge with cx and also with fi. Let G’ be the graph obtained from 
G by shrinking ‘; into an edge as shown in Fig. 4(e). It is easy to verify, by using the 

ideas of Case IV(a), that G’ must be as in Fig. 2(b). Hence G is the graph which is 

shown in Fig. 4(d). This means that G is Hamiltonian. 

The lemma follows. 0 

Now we consider graph M mentioned in Lemma 3. M is a bipartite graph with 
eleven vertices and nine quadrangular faces. M contains two independent sets of 

vertices I/, = (A,& C,D, E) and 1/2 = I/(M) - i/l. Suppose that M is graph 

MG mentioned before Lemma 3, then T/(M) c V(G) and E(M) c E(G). Now we 
consider three cases. 

Case 1: G contains an edge e with both end vertices from T/2, Then it is easy to 
verify that G must be Hamiltonian. Since the graph M’ = A4u (e,\ is Hamiltonian and 

moreover for every edgefof M’ there exists a Hamiltonian cycle in M’, which contains 
f: (When using symmetries of M it is sufficient to consider only two cases: (1) end 
vertices of e are K and L, (2) end vertices of e are L and I. See Fig. 3.) 

If I/(G) = V(M), then G is Hamiltonian, because M’ is Hamiltonian. If 

I/(G) = V(M)u(v), then G must contain such three edges h, ,f and g forming the 
boundary of the same triangular face that g and h are incident with the vertex u and 
the edge f is from E(M'). 

Let C be a Hamiltonian cycle of M', which contains ,L then C - i ,f j u {A, y) is 

a Hamiltonian cycle in G. 

Both of these possibilities lead to a contradiction, because G is non-Hamiltonian. 

Case 2: V(G) = I/(M) u (~7) and c is adjacent with at least two vertices from V2. By 
using the same idea as in Case 1 we conclude that G must be Hamiltonian. and that is 
not possible. 

Case 3: All edges of G have at least one end vertex from 1/1 or I/(G) = V'(M) u (c}. 
and G can have at most one ‘exceptional’ edge e more, in which one of the end vertices 

is r and another one is from 1/Z. In both of these cases c(G - V,) = 6 > 5 = 1 VI 1, but 
that is impossible because G is l-tough. 

All of these cases lead to a contradiction, and so we can say that no such graph 
G can exist. This completes the proof. 0 
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